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Abstract—For many problems in computer vision, human learners are

considerably better than machines. Humans possess highly accurate internal

recognition and learning mechanisms that are not yet understood, and they

frequently have access to more extensive training data through a lifetime of

unbiased experience with the visual world. We propose to use visual

psychophysics to directly leverage the abilities of human subjects to build better

machine learning systems. First, we use an advanced online psychometric testing

platform to make new kinds of annotation data available for learning. Second, we

develop a technique for harnessing these new kinds of information—“perceptual

annotations”—for support vector machines. A key intuition for this approach is that

while it may remain infeasible to dramatically increase the amount of data and

high-quality labels available for the training of a given system, measuring the

exemplar-by-exemplar difficulty and pattern of errors of human annotators can

provide important information for regularizing the solution of the system at hand. A

case study for the problem face detection demonstrates that this approach yields

state-of-the-art results on the challenging FDDB data set.

Index Terms—Machine learning, psychology, visual recognition, face detection,

support vector machines, regularization, citizen science, psychophysics,

psychometrics
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1 INTRODUCTION

FOR many classes of problems, the goal of computer vision is to
solve visual challenges for which human observers have effort-
less expertise—face and object recognition, image segmentation,
and medical image analysis, to name just a few. However, there
exists a large class of problems where human performance dra-
matically outshines current efforts. This occurs even in areas
where computer vision has been considered to be highly suc-
cessful, such as the case of face detection. For example, digital
cameras identify faces quickly and accurately, yet when com-
pared to human ability to detect faces in challenging views and
environments, no extant algorithm comes close to matching
human performance.

There is an obvious gap between current state-of-the-art
computer vision applications and human performance. While
current methods are improving year by year, there is the con-
cern that such methods will asymptote well below the level of
human performance. In this article, we provide a new approach
that relies on a heretofore untapped source of information, one
that significantly improves performance at a rate beyond cur-
rent methods. In addition, we argue that this method can be of
considerable assistance even for emerging solutions that are not
well-studied, as it supplies fundamental information likely to
be useful for all algorithms.

Before describing the details of this untapped information, we
step back and outline what we believe to be a primary concept of

importance, that of the general notion of “learnability,” as it
applies to people. Consider various stages of expertise in the
domain of recognizing a person’s origin from their speech, tak-
ing the United States as an example. For a newly arrived for-
eigner from China, recognizing that someone is from the Deep
South is perhaps the only such competence. In other words for
the novice, distinguishing the Northern and Southern accent is
“learnable.” Other distinctions, say between a typical Midwest-
ern accent and an East Coast accent are not “learnable.” How-
ever, the information is there since most Americans can easily
make this finer distinction. Further, there are distinctions that
are extremely subtle, ones that for most people are not
“learnable,” say the distinction between people who originated
from different parts of Brooklyn. However, some, say a latter
day Prof. Henry Higgins (of My Fair Lady) whose speciality is
spoken English, would have no difficulties.

Howwouldwe teach a new arrival to identify accents?We could
start with the easiest distinctions, and when those were acquired,
proceed with finer ones. We would never suggest that the novice
learn all distinctions at the same time. We would use a graduated
approach to learning. However, despite the work of Valiant [2] in
formally defining a closely related concept of “learnability” for algo-
rithmic purposes, in the field ofmachine learning, something akin to
a “sink or swim” procedure has been traditionally adopted. For
example, in the case of face detection, learning algorithms are pre-
sented with images that are labeled “face” and “no face,” with little
or no effort to tailor the learning to the human ability to learn from
particular images. Even worse, there could be images in the training
set that even humans cannot discriminate. Little effort is made to
take into consideration the rich details of human competence. What
we are suggesting here is something more intuitive. Since the point
of these machine learning algorithms is to achieve performance lev-
els comparable to that of humans, the human is the obvious stan-
dard of reference.

Nonetheless, the reference to human performance is often non-
existent or impoverished. If there is any reference, it is simply to
compare overall performance, say measuring human accuracy and
comparing it with that of the machine for an extended task with
many items. There is much more information about human capaci-
ties that is of direct value. For example, some images are learnable
and some are not. This learnability also varies with experience.
Something that is initially not learnable can be learnable at a later
training session. And learnability itself can be further fractionated.
Some things are easily and quickly learned; some take more time.
Such detailed information reflecting human capacity, which we
call a perceptual annotation, is something that can be effectively used
in conjunction with current algorithms. The key approach to
accomplish this is to use the results obtained from the discipline of
human psychophysics.

Visual psychophysics was one of the earliest techniques
developed for the empirical investigation of internal mental
capacities. From the time of its development in the mid-19th
century researchers were able to accurately characterize the
bounds of human visual capacity. In broadest outline, psycho-
physics allows the probing of psychological and perceptual
thresholds through the manipulation of the characteristics of
visual stimuli presented to a subject. The careful management
of stimulus construction, ordering and presentation allow per-
ceptual thresholds to be determined precisely—the canonical
early example involved the determination of the minimum
threshold for stimulation of an individual retinal photoreceptor.

The efficacy of psychophysics as a tool for understanding diffi-
cult problems in vision has not gone unnoticed by the computer
vision community. Sinha et al. [3] have studied human recognition
performance under challenging circumstances (low resolution,
changing pose, occlusion, and various artificial distortions),
emphasizing that humans perform remarkably well where
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machines currently fail. O’Toole et al. have examined human rec-
ognition performance for realistic biometric evaluations, leading to
hypothesized upper bounds on challenge problems [4] and goals
for scenarios with varying illumination [5]. Further, O’Toole et al.
have formulated strategies for fusing human estimates of facial
similarity with machine estimates in the context of difficult pair
matching problems [6]. These studies have established good base-
lines for recognition and have made some inroads at augmenting
automated approaches, but they have not been used to directly
inform learning algorithms to any great extent.

A variety of existing methods have explored a more direct
incorporation of humans into the machine learning process,
albeit outside of the framework of conventional psychophysics.
Active learning [1] is a prominent example of such an approach,
wherein training set quality is enhanced by placing human
annotators “in-the-loop” with a machine learning system [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. However, while these algorithms
yield significant improvements over traditional supervised
learning, they are still largely restricted to improving the quality
of training data based on simple class labels. Other studies have
used other kinds of human-derived data, e.g., eye movements
used to define discriminative image regions for feature extrac-
tion [14], [15], structured domain knowledge from human
experts [16], [17], [18], and models of the typical human annota-
tion process itself [19]. Similarly, Chen et al. [20] used human
performance to constrain decoding of fMRI brain data in those
same subjects. Such methods are consonant with the spirit of
our approach, however, they are largely tied to specific niches
and specific problem formulations.

In order to more completely capture information from
human expertise, our approach relies on the collection of a psy-
chophysical “item response” curve from a group of human sub-
jects. This curve, which is described at length in Section 2,
captures an exemplar-by-exemplar synopsis of the broad pat-
terns of errors displayed by a population of human subjects
performing a difficult task. We describe methods for incorpo-
rating this item response data into the objective function of
support vector machines, effectively using human performance
to guide and regularize a problem’s solution. An overview of
our approach is shown in Fig. 1.

The contributions of this work are threefold:

1. The use of advanced online psychophysical testing tech-
nologies to change the nature and depth of annotation data
available for learning by using principled methods of psy-
chometric measurement.

2. A novel model of “human weighted loss” for SVM that
incorporates patterns of human performance over the
training data, and produces sparse solutions that are more
consistent with human performance.

3. A case study in face detection that highlights the effective-
ness of perceptually annotated classifiers as filters for “off-
the-shelf” detectors. Our results exceed those of the best
published algorithms on the FDDB data set [21].

2 VISUAL PSYCHOPHYSICS USING TESTMYBRAIN

The problem of face detection makes an excellent first case study
for a number of reasons. First, it has not received the same level of
attention as other components of face processing in the psycho-
physical literature. Second, computer algorithms for face detection,
while mature, have not been informed by human behavior in any
significant measure. And fundamental to this work, face detection
is a specific case where a large gap between human and machine
performance persists (Fig. 2).

There is reason to believe that humans have a specialized ability
to detect faces in the environment; people with impaired face rec-
ognition skills often have unimpaired face detection ability [22],
and a preference for face-like stimuli is present in newborns, well
before face recognition abilities have emerged [23]. However, face
detection performance is not well explained by models that use
low-level salience clues to predict attentional focus [24]. This fail-
ure seems to indicate that processes based on higher-order image
features (e.g., the eye region) are involved, raising the question of
how detection relates to the face-specific recognition modules well-
studied in the behavioral [25] and neuroimaging [26] literatures. It
is possible that face detection is a largely independent early func-
tion with its own specialized brain region; the occipital face area,
which has been shown to represent spatial configural information
about faces [27] is one possible candidate.

Fig. 1. Standard approaches for incorporating humans into the machine learning
process [1] have focused on individual human annotators for labeling difficult or
ambiguous training data for continual improvement of a class model. Here we pro-
pose a new approach, wherein sets of queries are posed to crowds of citizen sci-
entists on the web. In the framework of psychophysical experiments we can model
patterns of error, which can be translated to human weighted loss functions that
apply penalties for margins that are not consistent with human data during training.
Steps that are different from traditional supervised learning or active learning are
highlighted in bold.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) For many problems in computer vision, humans are still considerably bet-
ter than machines. These psychometric curves for face detection performance on
our “Face in the Branches” test show that as the visible percentage of the face
increases, both human and computer performance improves, but in all conditions
human performance reaches a high level of accuracy at a level of face visibility
where the comparison algorithms (Google’s Picasa algorithm, and the face.com
algorithm, recently acquired by Facebook) were unable to successfully detect. Note
that the curves for humans have been normalized so that performance ranges from
zero to one hundred percent accuracy; non-normalized chance accuracy (e.g., ran-
dom guessing) on a three alternative forced choice task is 33 percent. This normali-
zation allows for a direct comparison of performance with the algorithms, which
were given discrete stimuli and asked to make a binary decision. (b) Example
occluded stimuli with Portilla-Simoncelli backgrounds arranged from left to right in
order of decreasing difficulty and increasing face area visible.
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Given such evidence that humans have a specialized pattern rec-
ognition mechanism for the detection of faces, operationalization of
that latent ability (via the creation of psychophysical measures)
allows us to compare human and computer ability on a one-to-one
basis. The collection of crowdsourcedweb data is a well-understood
technique in computer vision. However, when working with a
latent trait like face detection, it is necessary to deploy more sophis-
ticated measures of human ability to successfully model the observ-
able behavior. Online visual psychophysics is essentially a species
of crowdsourcing, but with differences in implementation, motiva-
tion, and the nature of collected data that are together vital to the
success of our approach. Psychophysics refers to the specific use of
a varying physical parameter (e.g., the relative occlusion level of the
images) in order to measure a psychological parameter (e.g., the
ability to detect the face in the images), or, more generally, to the use
of manipulated stimulus presentation to investigate the limits of a
cognitive or perceptual ability.

For our psychophysical measures we used the popular TestMy-
Brain website.1 TestMyBrain has been used to gather data from
more than 600,000 subjects in over 150 countries. The website is spe-
cifically designed to capture all of the psychometric measures that
would be available to a lab-based experimenter; the data we capture
closely matches what is recorded in a traditional, well-controlled
lab setting [28]. Importantly, the TestMyBrain subject pool is vast
and heterogeneous, which protects against the risk of subject satura-
tion. This differentiates it from other popular crowdsourcing plat-
forms such as Mechanical Turk. The relatively small and computer
savvy Mechanical Turk subject pool has led to difficulty mounting
experiments where prior ignorance of the experimental conditions
is necessary [29], and may skew the results of Turk experiments
compared to either lab studies or population studies with a demo-
graphically broader pool. Additionally, subjects who participate in
experiments on TestMyBrain are motivated by an interest in learn-
ing about their own cognitive ability or a desire to participate in aca-
demic research as citizen scientists. They are supplied with a
detailed explanation of their results and the goal of the experiment
in which they have participated; there is much motivation to be as
accurate as possible so to maximize a personal score relative to the
population. These factors led us to conclude that the perceptual
annotations gathered on this platform would provide a maximally
general characterization of human ability.

The first test that we developed, “Face in the Branches,” is a
three alternative forced choice task. In each of the 102 trials pre-
sented to a subject, three side-by-side 300� 300 pixel images (sub-
tending about 13 degree of visual angle at a 30 inch viewing
distance) are shown, and subjects must select the image that con-
tains the face by pressing the 1, 2 or 3 key on their keyboard. One
of the three images contained a face selected from a set of fifty male
and female frontal face images that were tested for detectability by
importing them into Google’s Picasa software and confirming a
successful detection. In some tests, the images were presented for
450 ms, and in others for 900 ms. There were five visual conditions
in all. In four of the five conditions (the “noise” conditions), the
images were presented on top of a background of noise matched to
the amplitude statistics of the spatial frequency-domain face
images. In the fifth condition, the images were presented on top of
a background of Portilla-Simoncelli textures [30] that matched the
second-order statistics of the face images while scrambling the spa-
tial relations among local features. Each condition included either
1,000 or 2,448 target occluded face images. The fifth Portilla-Simon-
celli condition provided the images used in Sections 3 and 4; it had
the higher (2,448) number of face images.

In all conditions, the faces contained within the target images
varied in size from 50 to 250 pixels in height, and were randomly

positioned so that they were fully within the bounds of the larger
image. Each of the faces within the target images was occluded so
that between 10 and 30 percent of the image remained visible. This
range was chosen based on an a priori judgment that this level of
occlusion would provide the maximum discrimination of human
performance.

Because this test was based on the manipulation of a physical
parameter (the area of the face that is visible), it was possible to
generate an item response curve characterizing human accuracy as
the visible area increased. This curve could then be compared to a
curve generated from the performance of state-of-the-art black box
face detection algorithms (Google’s Picasa algorithm, and the face.
com algorithm, recently acquired by Facebook). In this comparison,
an item response curve that approaches the upper left of the plot
represents better overall performance, and the distance along the
y-axis between two curves is a relative measure of the difference in
performance. In Fig. 2a we show the results of this comparison. For
the stimuli with noise-matched backgrounds, human performance
was nearly perfect with only 40 percent of the face visible. By
changing the background to the more closely matched Portilla-
Simoncelli noise textures (see Fig. 2b) we were able to reduce
human performance significantly. However, the curves for both of
the algorithms are much farther to the right on the x-axis than the
human curves; in all conditions, algorithms yield essentially no
successful detections at levels of face visibility where human per-
formance is essentially perfect.

Having established the superiority of human performance on
our generated occluded stimuli, our next step was to use the
human data we had collected to generate perceptually annotated
training samples. However, the occluded stimuli, while a useful
measure of human face detection ability, subtend a very small por-
tion of the space of potential face images. In order to create an
annotated data set that captured human ability across a wider
range of challenging face detection situations, we created an addi-
tional psychophysical test.

The second test, “Fast Face Finder,” took the form of a pres-
ent-absent task. Stimuli were face images from the AFLW [31]
data set that had been cropped to the dimensions of the outer-
most facial landmarks and converted to grayscale. Each face
was resized to be 250 pixels in width, maintaining the original
aspect ratio. Of the 25,993 landmarked faces in AFLW, 4,461 tar-
get face images (randomly sampled from the 10,496 images in
the set that were not detected by Google’s Picasa software) and
corresponding foils (generated by sampling equally-sized
images from non-face regions of the original Flickr images and
then converting them to grayscale) were presented to subjects.
Each subject performed two blocks of 102 trials each consisting
of 34 face trials and 68 non-face trials. The images were pre-
sented for 50 ms; when the time expired, the subject had to
press 1 for face or 0 for non-face.

For both tests, accuracy and reaction time were recorded on all
trials. This data, accuracy and response time over the population
per image, was the raw material used to generate the per-image
perceptual annotations required for our machine learning
approach. The learning details are described in the next section.

3 PERCEPTUAL ANNOTATION FOR SVM

In any solution to a classification problem, there is some notion of
risk involved that indicates the penalties incurred if a prediction is
incorrect. The fundamental problem in statistical learning [32] seeks
to find a classification function f that minimizes the ideal riskRI :

argmin
f

RI ðfÞ :¼
Z
Rd�N

fðx; y; fðxÞÞP ðx; yÞ
� �

: (1)

1. http://www.testmybrain.org.
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RI is composed of two terms, the joint distribution P ðx; yÞ of data x

and labels y, and the loss function fðx; y; fðxÞÞ, which assigns the
cost of misclassification. Our first step towards a human-regular-
ized support vector machine has been to address the issue of the
loss function. A prediction during training can be calculated as the
output of the classifier for a particular training sample multiplied
by its label: z ¼ yfðxÞ. Typically, a loss function that applies a line-
arly increasing cost for misclassifications (one-sided error) has
been desirable because the minimum of its expected risk coincides
with the optimal Bayes error [33]. This is embodied by the hinge
loss function, which is defined as:

fhðzÞ ¼ maxð0; 1� zÞ: (2)

However, the non-linear nature of psychometric curves for visual
recognition tasks suggests a model that is much different than lin-
ear loss growth when z < 1.

All training samples are not created equal. We consider per-
sample weights on two subsets of the training data instead of a
global model over all of the training data (i.e., all of our data
doesn’t have to be conditioned over the psychometric curve). This
is important because we want some number of samples to repre-
sent typical images that are easy for both humans and machines to
classify to form the basis of our training data. It is the more chal-
lenging examples that require special treatment through percep-
tual annotation. Thus, assume a set of perceptually annotated
training examples P ¼ ðxi; yi; ciÞi¼1...m with ðxi; yiÞ 2 Rd � f�1; 1g
and ci 2 R. Similarly, assume a set of typical training examples
T ¼ ðxj; yj; cjÞj¼1...n. Combined, these two sets form our training
dataX ¼ P [ T ;mþ n ¼ L.

Human weighted loss can be defined by making use of a map-
ping functionM that associates each data point xwith a cost c:

fcðx; zÞ ¼ maxð0; ð1� zÞ þMðx; zÞÞ; (3)

where

Mðx; zÞ ¼ cx; if z < 1;
0; otherwise.

�

The cost value c can take on one of two types of values: a static pen-
alty, or a statistic from a point on the psychometric curve corre-
sponding to the measurements for x (e.g., accuracy or reaction
time). All perceptually annotated training samples are weighted
according to their difficulty, reflected in the chosen statistic, while
the typical training examples are weighted by a static cost that is
smaller than the smallest perceptual annotation in the training set.
For the experiments presented in Section 4.2, we fix c for each non-
perceptually annotated training sample to 0 (they strictly follow
the hinge loss function). This forces solutions that more aggres-
sively follow human margins, since a much higher cost is associ-
ated with the perceptually annotated samples.

For SVM, the standard linear formulation of the classification
function is defined as fðxÞ ¼ wT � xþ b, where w and b are parame-
ters of the model (the weight vector and bias term, respectively).
To separate the training data in the linear binary case, we solve the
following optimization problem:

min
1

2
kwk2 þ C

XL
l¼1

fcðxl; ylfðxlÞÞ; (4)

where the parameter C controls the tradeoff between errors on the
training data and margin maximization. The solution f represents
a collection of support vectors that form a decision boundary that
is strongly influenced by the perceptually annotated training exam-
ples via fc.

An interesting aspect of the formulation in Eq. (4) is that it is not
convex, which is a controversial issue within the machine learning

community. We emphasize, however, that this is both biologically
consistent and not a practical computational limitation. Convexity
is desirable because it guarantees a globally minimum solution, but
it can also restrict us to “shallow” solutions for what are inevitably
complex and hierarchical problems in computer vision. Bengio and
LeCun have investigated the potential of non-convex loss formula-
tions in-depth [34], specifically in the context of deep learning archi-
tectures. Biological visual systems themselves are composed of
many layers of adaptive non-linear components [35], which are
likely not amenable to a convex formulation [34]. Since our loss
function models human behavior, which is the measurable output
of such neural machinery, we have no expectation that the formula-
tion should be convex.

Specifically relevant to our development of human weighted
loss, prior work by Collobert et al. [33] has shown that using a
non-convex loss function with SVM reduces space constraints
and training time. Similarly, we found that all of our solutions
for the experiments in Section 4.2 took no longer to compute
than the corresponding solution produced using hinge loss,
were more accurate, and sparser (often by an order of magni-
tude number of support vectors; see Fig. 3). A property of the
hinge loss function is that all misclassified training examples
become support vectors. If we assume a smooth approximation
of hinge loss, the function differentiates to 0 in the flat region
(z > 1), thus correct classifications do not become support vec-
tors. Several strategies exist for enforcing some measure of spar-
sity during training. One can make the loss function flat before a
predefined threshold in the region where z < 1, as was done by
Collobert et al. [33]. Alternatively, one can reduce the number of
training errors by learning better margins.

Since our objective is to minimize training error through
human-influenced regularization, we achieve sparsity by a solu-
tion that is a better fit to the training data, rather than through
any explicit sparsity-inducing mechanism. This is in contrast to
[33], where higher accuracy is not expected. Such implicit spar-
sity is another biologically-consistent aspect found in brain
inspired modeling [36]. An examination of the support vectors
learned by both hinge loss and human weighted loss for all
experiments revealed that most of the support vectors selected
by human weighted loss are shared with those selected by hinge
loss (percentages in Fig. 3).

4 PERCEPTUAL ANNOTATION FOR FACE DETECTION

Face detection is interesting from a psychology perspective (Sec-
tion 2), but it is also a highly relevant and current problem in real-
world “in the wild” computer vision, where occlusion, pose varia-
tion and noise present in unconstrained imagery confound even
the best algorithms.

Fig. 3. Number of support vectors selected by SVMs with hinge loss (fh) and
human weighted loss (fc) during training for the same SVM parameter C. In all
experiments described in this paper, we observed a solution for human weighted
loss that was sparse compared to the corresponding classifier trained with hinge
loss. All bars are the average for the 10 classifiers for each experiment (error bars
reflecting standard error were too small to be visible).
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4.1 Augmenting a Face Detector with Perceptual
Annotation

For our experiments, a complete face detection software pipeline
incorporating the perceptual annotation learning element
described in Section 3 was implemented.2 For training and testing,
we compute features over image patches at a fixed resolution. Since
an exhaustive scan of an image using a sliding window and SVM at
multiple scales is prohibitively expensive computationally, we
have designed a detection algorithm that leverages a standard cas-
cade of Haar features (the ubiquitous Viola-Jones detector [37]) as
a first stage. By relaxing the neighborhood scoring constraints of
the face detector found in the OpenCV Library [38] (setting this
parameter to 0) and increasing the number of scales searched by
the algorithm (setting this parameter to < 1:1), we collect a larger
number of candidate face patches. A perceptually annotated linear
SVM, which is more accurate than a Haar cascade, is used as a sec-
ond stage filter. Patches that are positively identified by the SVM
are grouped into neighborhoods, filtered for redundancy, and
scored to produce a set of final detection predictions. This second
stage filter approach is generic enough to be applied to any detec-
tor, not just the Viola-Jones approach we consider here for simplic-
ity and reproducibility.

We examined two different feature types for this work. The first
is the well-known dense grid of SIFT features (HOG [39]), which
we generated using the VLFeat library [40]. This results in 10,369-
dimension histogram bins that are used as feature vectors for learn-
ing. We selected this approach because it is the most common and
best performing off-the-shelf feature for detection tasks. The sec-
ond is the multi-layer biologically inspired features of Cox and
Pinto [41] meant to mimic the early stages of visual processing,
which we generated using the software developed by the authors
for that work. Briefly described, the approach consists of multiple
stacked layers of linear-nonlinear processing stages, with each
stage applying a series of thresholding, saturation, pooling and
normalization operations. This process results in 4,097-dimension
feature vectors. We selected this approach because of its strong rec-
ognition performance [41], and because it lets us build a model that
is overall more biologically consistent.

For the perceptually annotated classifiers, we required a set of
annotations collected by the TestMyBrain website. Over the course
of seven and a half weeks, we collected 337,932 annotations from
3,250 different online research subjects for 4,255 unique images
from AFLW by conducting the “Fast Face Finder” test. In a sepa-
rate collection over the course of two weeks, we gathered 41,650
annotations from 410 different online research subjects for 2,448
unique images from the Portilla-Simoncelli textures set by conduct-
ing the “Face in the Branches” test. In both tests, we recorded sub-
ject reaction time and accuracy, which after aggregation at the
population level, serve as weights cx in Eq. (3). We sample ran-
domly for perceptually annotated training data from the images
seen by between 50 and 77 annotators for the AFLW set, and
between 6 and 21 annotators for the Portilla-Simoncelli set.

4.2 Experimental Results

In the following experiments, we make use of data from the FDDB
set [21], the most current benchmark for unconstrained face detec-
tion. FDDB consists of 2,845 images that contain 5,171 annotated
faces, split across 10 different folds for cross-validation style test-
ing. The set includes a wide range of challenges including occlu-
sions, large pose variation, and low resolution and out-of-focus
faces (see examples in Fig. 7), making it quite suitable for investi-
gating the potential of new detection models. Our first goal was to
determine if there was an observable effect when replacing the
hinge loss function of Eq. (2) with the human weighted loss

function of Eq. (3) in the linear SVM formulation. We also wanted
to assess the impact (if any) of a chosen data set, feature, or mea-
sure on accuracy.

To do this, we defined a large-scale classification task using par-
titions from all folds of FDDB. For each fold, we randomly sampled
500 positive face patches (this represents nearly all of the positive
detections for a particular fold—we sample to keep the data uni-
form across folds), as defined by the ground-truth provided with
the data set, and also randomly sampled 500 negative patches that
did not overlap with the ground-truth face regions. Each sampled
patch from the images was then scaled to 30� 30 pixels and proc-
essed for features. For training, we assessed different combinations
of features (HOG and biologically-inspired), outside data sets of
perceptually annotated data (faces obscured by Portilla-Simoncelli
textures and AFLW), and measures of human performance (accu-
racy and reaction time). In each of these cases, we trained a classi-
fier for each fold using 200 images (100 þ=�) from that fold and
100 perceptually annotated images (50 þ=�) from one of the out-
side data sets. To ensure a fair comparison, all classifiers making
use of the same data sets saw the exact same training data, and all
classifiers were trained with the same SVM C parameter, opti-
mized during training via cross-validation. These classifiers were
then tested on all of the data not from the fold used for training
(nine tests per fold), for a total of 90 classification tests.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 4. In all cases,
we see definitive improvement when hinge loss is replaced with
human weighted loss. With respect to the impact of the perceptual
annotations (Fig. 4a), the tests with HOG features show similar per-
formance, even though the AFLW and Portilla-Simoncelli sets are2. Code and data are available at http://www.perceptualannotation.org.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. An increase in accuracy is achieved when the hinge loss (HL) function of a
linear SVM is replaced with a human weighted loss (HWL) function. Each curve
represents an exhaustive tenfold cross validation experiment where a classifier for
each fold of FDDB was trained on 200 images (100 +/�) from that fold and 100
images (50 +/�) from an outside data set. Classifiers were tested on 1,000 images
(500 +/�) from each fold not used for training, for a total of 90 classification tests.
All classifiers making use of the same data sets saw the exact same training data,
and all classifiers were trained with the same SVM C parameter. Shaded regions
represent standard error. Other possible configurations not shown did not differ
significantly in pattern of results. (a) Accuracy increases when HL is replaced
with HWL loss, using either the AFLW or Portilla-Simoncelli perceptually
annotated data. Performance did not significantly differ between these data sets.
(b) Biologically-inspired features outperform HOG features. Baseline performance
increases in both cases when HL is replaced with HWL. (c) HWL using either accu-
racy or reaction time from the psychometric measure. Both improved baseline per-
formance and did not significantly differ from each other.
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very different, and the Portilla-Simoncelli set is not obviously
related to the test data. We submit that the two image sets capture
different but useful aspects of human performance. The Portilla-
Simoncelli images help the classifier identify features visible in
frontal but occluded faces, while the AFLW images capture pose
variation. Further, in the case of the Portilla-Simoncelli set, it is also
conceivable that the learning is able to distinguish between face
and closely resembling non-face texture in the training images, giv-
ing us some additional resistance against false positives. The choice
of feature (Fig. 4b) impacts the resulting model performance to a
much larger degree. Interestingly, we see very good interaction
between the biologically-inspired features and the perceptually
annotated data, with a large improvement over HOG features in
this case. We also examined the effect of the chosen psychometric
measure (Fig. 4c) on human weighted loss. Accuracy and reaction
did not differ significantly.

With an established effect, we then moved on to assess the via-
bility of perceptually annotated classifiers for an unconstrained
face detection task. For these experiments, we used the standard
FDDB protocols [21]. To calculate the degree of match between a
detected region di and a ground-truth region lj, the ratio of inter-
sected areas to joined areas is used:

Sðdi; ljÞ ¼
areaðdiÞ \ areaðljÞ
areaðdiÞ [ areaðljÞ

: (5)

From the ratio score S, a discrete decision score yi can be calculated
by using a function d that assigns a score of 1 to the detected region
if S > 0:5 and 0 otherwise:

yi ¼ dSðdi;ljÞ> 0:5: (6)

An alternative strategy is to treat the ratio score as the decision
score itself. This is useful for determining the quality of detections,
where the ratio matters:

yi ¼ Sðdi; ljÞ: (7)

Using the algorithm described in Section 4.1, we collected
detections for all folds. The classifiers trained with the biologi-
cally-inspired features made use of 1,800 images (900 þ=�) sam-
pled from all folds not used for testing, and 600 images

(300 þ=�) from the perceptually annotated AFLW set, while the
HOG classifiers made use of 3,600 images (1800 þ=�) from
FDDB and 400 images (200 þ=�) from the perceptually anno-
tated Portilla-Simoncelli textures set. We chose to highlight the
utility of both perceptually annotated data sets, with the expecta-
tion that performance would increase in both cases, based on our
results in Fig. 4. Through cross-validation on the training sets,
we determined that a patch size of 30� 30 was suitable for the
biologically inspired features, and 40� 40 was suitable for the
HOG features. The perceptual annotations in both cases incorpo-
rated accuracy as a measure of human performance. All scores S
and yi were calculated using the software provided by the main-
tainers of FDDB [21].

The results for the discrete test are shown in Fig. 5. The percep-
tually annotated classifiers trained using the biologically-inspired
features of Cox and Pinto produce the best results compared to all
prior published approaches reporting on this data set [37], [42],
[43], [44]. Perhaps more meaningful are the results for the continu-
ous test, shown in Fig. 6, where the quality of score matters. Both
sets of perceptually annotated classifiers produce results that
exceed the state-of-the-art here, indicating a strong preference for
patches that minimize the surrounding background—something
that is important for a subsequent task such as face verification or
identification. Moreover, we note that our best result for the biolog-
ically-inspired features exceeds that of the “black box” commercial
systems reporting on this same test.3 Finally, to demonstrate a con-
tinued positive effect for human weighted loss on the detection
task, we include an additional comparison curve in Fig. 6 for a set
of SVM classifiers with the original hinge loss function preserved
(grey curve).

5 DISCUSSION

This article represents a first implementation of a class of learn-
ing algorithms that incorporates measured manifestations of
perceptual human knowledge at training time. By seeking out
new perspectives from psychology, we have shown that large-
scale visual psychophysics allows us to take advantage of

Fig. 5. FDDB results for the discrete score metric (Eq. (6)). The perceptually anno-
tated classifiers trained using the biologically-inspired features of Cox and Pinto
[41] produce the best results compared to all prior published approaches reporting
on this data set [37], [42], [43], [44]. The biologically-inspired features are espe-
cially effective at reducing false positives at higher true positive rates. Note the
large measure of improvement between the baseline Viola-Jones algorithm, which
is used as a first stage by our detection approach, and perceptual annotation with
both feature types.

Fig. 6. FDDB results for the continuous score metric (Eq. (7)). For these curves,
each individual score contributes to the final result. The perceptually annotated
classifiers trained with both feature types yield the highest accuracy, producing
much higher quality detections based on the criterion of Eq. (5), compared to prior
published approaches reporting on this data set [37], [42], [43], [44]. The curve
labeled “SVM, fh, HOG” highlights the difference in performance when the hinge
loss function is replaced with human weighted loss for a well-known feature
approach.

3. Found on: http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/fddb/results.html.
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annotations that are far more descriptive than typical class
labels in a supervised context. Our initial formulation places its
emphasis on a risk calculation that considers misclassification
penalties on a distance plus per example basis, which yields
sparse solutions with margins more consistent with human
behavior. The notion of a non-convex loss function like the one
in Eq. (3) is indeed controversial, but as Bengio and LeCun [34]
state, it “ . . . may be an unavoidable property of learning com-
plex functions from weak prior knowledge.”

With just a boosted cascade of Haar features as a basis, we have
shown that perceptually annotated classifiers are able to filter can-
didate face windows to an extent of accuracy that exceeds all prior
published approaches on the challenging, unconstrained FDDB
data set. Beyond this base formulation, there is much potential for
the general principle of perceptual annotation with respect to data
collection, algorithms and applications. Measurements can be
made via fMRI and EEG in humans, and electrophysiology in other
animals that can recognize objects. Learning is also not constrained
to SVM: alternative formulations for boosting, random forests, and
neural networks (among others) are possible. Various combina-
tions of annotation and learning strategies can be applied to appli-
cations as diverse as general object recognition, visual attribute
assignment, face recognition, and segmentation. Considering all of
these elements, we have merely scratched the surface of what these
vastly richer forms of annotation can accomplish.
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